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Abstract
Many applications that benefit from data offload to cloud
services operate on private data. A now-long line of work has
shown that, even when data is offloaded in an encrypted form,
an adversary can learn sensitive information by analyzing
data access patterns. Existing techniques for oblivious data
access—that protect against access pattern attacks—require
a centralized and stateful trusted proxy to orchestrate data
accesses from applications to cloud services. We show that,
in failure-prone deployments, such a centralized and stateful
proxy results in violation of oblivious data access security
guarantees and/or in system unavailability. We thus initiate
the study of distributed, fault-tolerant, oblivious data access.
We present S HORTSTACK, a distributed proxy architecture for oblivious data access in failure-prone deployments.
S HORTSTACK achieves the classical obliviousness guarantee—
access patterns observed by the adversary being independent
of the input—even under a powerful passive persistent adversary that can force failure of arbitrary (bounded-sized) subset
of proxy servers at arbitrary times. We also introduce a security model that enables studying oblivious data access with
distributed, failure-prone, servers. We provide a formal proof
that S HORTSTACK enables oblivious data access under this
model, and show empirically that S HORTSTACK performance
scales near-linearly with number of distributed proxy servers.
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Introduction

Cloud services offer applications scalable, fault-tolerant, and
easy-to-manage systems for storing and querying data. Many
applications that benefit from offloading data to these cloud
services operate on private data that can reveal sensitive information even when stored in an encrypted form [1–6]. An
example is that of medical practices offloading patient health
data to the cloud [7–9]—charts accessed by oncologists can
reveal not only whether a patient has cancer, but also depending on the frequency of accesses (e.g., the frequency
of chemotherapy appointments), indicate the cancer’s type
and severity. Several such applications are subject to severe
security concerns.
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There is a large and active body of research on building
systems for oblivious data access, that is, hiding not only the
content of the data, but also data access patterns (e.g., access
frequency across data objects). These systems use one of
the two techniques—Oblivious RAM [10–17] that enables
oblivious data access against active adversaries but has bandwidth overheads that are logarithmic in the number of data
objects, or Pancake [6, 18, 19] that enables oblivious data
access against passive persistent adversaries with a small constant bandwidth overhead. Both of these techniques provide
a powerful oblivious data access guarantee: an adversary observing all queries to and all responses from the cloud storage
service observes uniform random accesses over the encrypted
data objects. The challenge, however, is that both of these
techniques require a centralized, stateful, proxy to orchestrate
data access from applications to cloud services. Such a centralized and stateful proxy means that existing systems for
oblivious data access suffer from two core issues (§3.1):
• Security violation, or long periods of system unavailability
during proxy failures: The proxy being stateful means that,
upon a failure, the proxy may lose state. We show in §3.1
that, if the proxy state is lost, naïvely restarting a new proxy
and executing queries without restoring the state would lead
to violation of oblivious data access security guarantees. To
avoid such a security violation, upon restarting a new proxy,
the state must be restored before executing any queries,
e.g., by downloading the entire data and metadata from the
cloud, decrypting all the data, reconstructing the (ORAM
or Pancake) data structure, re-encrypting all the data, and
uploading all the data back to the storage service; this would
lead to long periods of system unavailability.
• Bandwidth and/or compute scalability bottlenecks: Since
the proxy receives multiple responses for each client query,
it has bandwidth overheads (Ω(log n) in ORAM [20–25]
and 3× in Pancake [6]); and, since the proxy is responsible
for both data encryption/decryption and processing for each
individual query and response, it has non-trivial compute
overheads. Thus, the centralized proxy can become bandwidth or compute bottlenecked, limiting system throughput.

We present S HORTSTACK, a distributed, fault-tolerant, system
for oblivious data access. S HORTSTACK achieves three desirable goals: (1) formal oblivious data access guarantee against
passive persistent adversaries, even under failures; (2) system
availability even when an arbitrary, bounded-sized, subset of
distributed proxy servers may fail; and (3) near-linear throughput scalability with number of distributed proxy servers. In
designing S HORTSTACK, we make three core contributions.
Our first contribution is to fundamentally establish security
goals for oblivious data access in failure-prone deployments.
Indeed, existing security models [6, 10–17, 26] do not capture failures. We introduce a formal security model and a
security definition to study distributed, fault-tolerant, systems
for oblivious data access under passive persistent adversaries.
The model requires the classical oblivious data access guarantee [6, 10]—access patterns observed by the adversary must
be independent of the input; in addition, to capture failures,
the model requires this guarantee to hold under a powerful
adversary that can fail an arbitrary (bounded-sized) subset of
distributed proxy servers at arbitrary times. Informally, under
our security definition, a scheme is considered secure if the
access distribution over encrypted data objects is independent
of the input distribution, even with adversarial choice and
time of proxy server failures.
Our second contribution is design of a distributed, faulttolerant, proxy architecture—S HORTSTACK—that enables
oblivious data access against passive persistent adversaries,
system availability (under a bounded number of failures),
and near-linear throughput scalability with number of proxy
servers. Simultaneously guaranteeing these three properties,
especially when proxy servers can fail, turns out to be challenging: to avoid bandwidth and compute bottlenecks, multiple proxy servers must simultaneously process and send
queries to the storage server; this makes it non-trivial, if not
impossible, to ensure uniform random access over encrypted
objects at all times (e.g., right after one of the proxy server
fails) without giving up on availability. The key insight in
S HORTSTACK design is that obliviousness only necessitates
that access patterns observed by the adversary are independent of the input; the requirement of uniform random access
over all encrypted objects as in prior designs is one, but not
the only, way to achieve such independence. S HORTSTACK
design achieves such independence as follows. The security
of oblivious data access techniques stems from “flattening”
the access distribution over unencrypted (plaintext) objects
to a uniform random one over encrypted (ciphertext) objects
(Figure 1 (a)). As illustrated visually in Figure 1 (b), any
uniform random distribution over ciphertext objects can be
decomposed into multiple sub-distributions in a manner that
(1) each sub-distribution is uniform random over its support;
and (2) the set of objects in any sub-distribution is equal in
size, disjoint, and random. Thus, if each proxy server that
forwards queries to the storage server is responsible for one
of the sub-distributions, even with failure of a subset of these
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Figure 1: The flattened distribution over all ciphertext keys in oblivious data access schemes can be expressed as a sum of distributions
over disjoint subsets of ciphertext keys.

proxy servers, the adversary observes nothing but a uniform
distribution (using (1)) over a random subset (using (2)) of
objects. Achieving independence, and not necessarily a uniform random access pattern, at all times is at the core of
the S HORTSTACK design. In §4, we present a novel layered S HORTSTACK architecture that, using k physical proxy
servers, maintains system availability with up to (k − 1) proxy
server failures and achieves throughput a factor ∼k higher
than a single proxy, all while enabling oblivious data access.
Our third contribution is a formal proof that S HORTSTACK
enables oblivious data access under the above security model,
and empirical evidence that S HORTSTACK can achieve nearperfect scalability with number of proxy servers (assuming
storage server is not the bottleneck). We also show that
S HORTSTACK gracefully handles failures: in the worst-case,
S HORTSTACK throughput reduces linearly with number of
proxy server failures (as one would expect). For the current
S HORTSTACK implementation, the cost of achieving oblivious
data access, availability and scalability is a ∼7ms increase in
latency, a tiny fraction of the usual wide-area network latency.
An end-to-end implementation of S HORTSTACK is available
at https://github.com/pancake-security/shortstack.

2

S HORTSTACK Background

We describe our system, failure, and threat models, followed
by a brief primer on oblivious data access approaches.

2.1

System, Threat and Failure Models

System model. We consider settings where applications offload data to the cloud to benefit from the many properties
enabled by cloud services, e.g., strong data durability and
persistence, geo-replication, lower cost than provisioning dedicated and replicated storage servers, transparent handling
of devices wearing out, and others. Examples of such applications include cloud-based healthcare services [9, 27–29]
as well as classical applications from access pattern attack
literature [6, 11]. The cloud-based storage service implements
a key-value (KV) store that stores a collection of KV pairs,
and support the following single-key operations: get, put, and
delete. S HORTSTACK design can be applied to any data store
that supports single-key read/write/delete operations.
S HORTSTACK employs the standard encryption proxy
model, commonly used in encrypted data stores [6, 15, 16,

30–35]: a trusted proxy orchestrates query execution from
one or more client applications; the only difference compared
to previous designs is that, in S HORTSTACK architecture, the
proxy is logically-centralized but physically-distributed—that
is, client queries may now be routed though multiple physical
proxy servers within the same trusted domain.
All network channels are encrypted using TLS. Each key
k in the KV store is encrypted using a pseudorandom function (PRF), denoted by F(k); each value v is symmetrically
encrypted, denoted by E(v). The logically-centralized proxy
stores secret cryptographic keys needed for F and E, and
performs encryption. Since F is deterministic, the proxy can
execute all queries related to key k by sending F(k) to the
cloud service. Similar to many existing commercial deployments [31–35], keys and values are padded to a fixed size to
avoid any length-based leakage.
Threat model. S HORTSTACK builds upon the widely-used
trusted proxy threat model [11–13, 15], where one or more
mutually-trusting clients execute operations on an untrusted
cloud storage service via a trusted proxy; as mentioned earlier, the only difference in S HORTSTACK is that the proxy
is logically-centralized but comprises physically-distributed
servers. As in many prior works [6, 11, 30], we consider scenarios where the clients and the proxy servers all belong to
a trusted domain. The storage service is controlled by an
honest-but-curious (or, a passive persistent) adversary that
observes all encrypted accesses but does not actively perform
its own accesses. Since network channels are encrypted using
TLS, the adversary cannot observe communications within
the trusted domain, that is, the adversary cannot observe traffic
between the clients and proxy servers.
We model queries to the KV store using the Pancake
model [6]: queries are generated as a sequence of accesses
sampled from a (time-varying) distribution π over n KV pairs.
While the encryption mechanism has an estimate of the distribution π̂, the adversary knows both the distribution π and
the transcript of encrypted queries and responses. We define
a formal security model and definition in §5, but informally,
the system is secure if the transcript is independent of the
underlying distribution π, i.e., the adversary cannot identify
an association between the two.
Failure model. We assume the cloud service provides data
durability. However, proxy servers can fail. We consider the
fail-stop model [36] for proxy server failures.

2.2

Oblivious Data Access Approaches

There are two approaches to oblivious data access today—the
classical ORAM [10–17], and the more recent approach of
frequency smoothing as in Pancake [6, 18, 19]. ORAMs are
designed to prevent a broad range of attacks (e.g., active adversaries); accordingly, they also suffer from high overheads, e.g.,
recent results [20–25] have established strong lower bounds
on ORAM overheads—for a data store with n KV pairs, any
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Figure 2: S HORTSTACK System and Threat model

ORAM design must incur bandwidth overheads of Ω(log n)
(for proxy storage sublinear in KV store size). For KV stores
that store millions or billions of KV pairs, these overheads
may amount to orders-of-magnitude of throughput loss [6,37],
making ORAMs impractical. Pancake enables oblivious data
access against passive persistent adversaries, and incurs a
small, constant, bandwidth overhead of 3×, independent of
the number of objects in the KV store. Thus, we focus on
building a distributed, fault-tolerant, proxy architecture within
the Pancake context. To keep the paper self-contained, we
summarize the Pancake mechanisms necessary to understand
the S HORTSTACK architecture.
A brief primer to oblivious data access using Pancake. The
Pancake approach combines the knowledge of the distribution
estimate π̂ with several techniques (selective replication, fake
accesses, batching, etc.) to transform a sequence of queries
into uniform accesses over encrypted KV pairs. Selective
replication creates “replicas” of KV pairs that have high access probability relative to other KV pairs, which serves to
partially smooth the distribution over (replicated) KV pairs,
while also ensuring that the total number of keys to be stored
in the KV store is exactly 2n (if needed, dummy replicas
are added so that the number of replicas does not reveal any
distribution-sensitive information). To hide the association
between the original keys and their replicas, each replica (k, i)
of an unencrypted key k is protected by applying the pseudorandom function F, discussed in §2.1, to the replica identifier
to generate an encrypted label F(k, i) for the replica. In the
rest of the paper, we refer to the original unencrypted key as
the plaintext key, and the encrypted label for each replica as
the ciphertext key. To remove the remaining non-uniformity,
“fake” queries are added: these queries are sampled from a
carefully crafted fake access distribution π f to boost the likelihood of accessing replicated KV pairs, until the resulting
distribution is uniform.
Security requires ensuring that fake and real queries be
indistinguishable; to achieve this, encrypted queries are issued
in small batches of size B, where each query is either real
or fake with equal probability. Since the adversary cannot
observe traffic between the clients and the proxy server, it
has no way to distinguish real and fake queries within any
batch. To prevent an adversary from distinguishing between
reads and writes, every access is performed as a read followed
by write of a freshly encrypted value. Writes to keys with
multiple replicas could reveal which replicas belong to the
same key; thus, only one replica is updated at the time of
the write query, and the write value is cached at the proxy in

a data structure called the UpdateCache, and the remaining
replicas are opportunistically updated during subsequent fake
or real queries to the replicas.
Dynamic adaptation to changes in the underlying access
distribution is achieved by adjusting the fake-distribution (π f ),
and by reassigning the number of replicas across keys. This
can be done securely by exploiting the observation that the
total number of replicas is exactly 2n, regardless of the underlying distribution. As such, when the distribution changes, for
every key that must lose a replica, another must gain a replica
to ensure the distribution remains smooth. Thus, replicas can
be reassigned opportunistically for all such key-pairs using a
replica-swapping protocol.
In summary, to enable oblivious data access for the general
case of read/write workloads and for time-varying distributions, Pancake uses a centralized, stateful, proxy that stores (1)
the UpdateCache to buffer writes until they are opportunistically propagated to all the replicas; (2) distribution-related
state; and (3) replica-related state, to execute the replica swapping process during distribution changes. Using this state, Pancake enables oblivious data access by performing three tasks
at the proxy in failure-free scenarios: (1) generating “fake”
queries for each real client query; (2) updating UpdateCache
upon each query; and (3) issuing a batch of queries comprising real and fake queries to the server, and relaying the
response for the real query back to the client.

3

Limitations of Strawman approaches

In this section, we describe subtle security vulnerabilities with
strawman approaches to designing distributed, fault-tolerant,
systems for oblivious data access.

3.1 Centralized proxy: Insecure and/or long
periods of unavailability
The stateful nature of the centralized proxy makes it challenging to simultaneously achieve oblivious data access security guarantees, availability and scalability upon a failure.
If achieving scalability were the only goal, the proxy server
could be overprovisioned with large bandwidth and/or compute resources; however, achieving security and availability
upon a failure is hard due to the proxy being stateful: the naïve
solution of replacing the failed proxy server with a new one
and having clients reissue failed queries results in violating
security and correctness guarantees:
• Consider the (simplest) case of a read-only workload with
a static access distribution. Replacing a failed proxy server
with a new one, and having clients reissue the failed queries,
results in the following subtle security issue. Consider a
real query on key k; and consider the scenario where the
proxy fails in the middle of sending out queries (both real
and fake) in the batch to the KV store, that is, some of the
queries in the batch have been sent out while others are
lost. Since the proxy has failed, the client would receive no
response for k; thus, upon restarting the proxy, the client

will retry a real query on k. The retried queries will result
in the same real accesses, but potentially new fake accesses.
An adversary can thus exploit the transcript of queries at
the server to identify real queries with high confidence by
isolating repeated accesses right before and right after a
failure, hence gaining sensitive information.
• Write queries make the problem significantly more challenging. Consider a write query to a key with two replicas;
suppose the proxy fails when the write value has propagated to only one of the replicas (and thus, is buffered in the
UpdateCache waiting to be propagated to the other replica).
We now replace the failed proxy with a new one. Since the
UpdateCache state is lost, when a read query for this key
is received, the new proxy could end up reading the value
from one of the stale replicas, violating the data correctness/consistency guarantee. Alternatively, if the new proxy
reads all replicas of the key to determine which one has the
latest value (e.g., using timestamps), oblivious data access
guarantees would be violated since an adversary can identify replica correlations (replicas being accessed belong to
the same key) by analyzing queries right after a failure.
For a centralized stateful proxy design and for the general
case of read/write workloads over time-varying distributions,
to avoid the above security and correctness violations upon
a failure, the proxy state must be reconstructed—e.g., by
downloading all the data from the cloud service, decrypting
the data, reinitializing the data structures, re-encrypting the
new data structures, and writing all the new data back to the
server—before issuing new queries. Even for moderate-sized
KV stores, this would incur extremely large bandwidth and
compute overheads, as well as long unavailability periods.
In summary, replacing the centralized proxy server with a
new one (upon a failure) and having clients reissue the queries
either fails to ensure critical system properties (security and/or
correctness), or results in large unavailability periods. This
motivates the need for a distributed proxy architecture.

3.2

Challenges in Distributing Proxy Logic

We now describe security and correctness vulnerabilities with
naïvely distributing the proxy state and logic across multiple
physical servers.
Naïvely partitioning both the proxy state and the query
execution responsibility leads to security violations. A
straightforward approach to designing a distributed proxy
for oblivious data access is to partition both the proxy state
and the query execution responsibility across multiple physical servers—each proxy server stores the UpdateCache and
access distribution for a subset of the plaintext keys (e.g., using hash partitioning over the plaintext keys); clients forward
their (real) query on key k to the proxy server responsible for
k; and, upon receiving a real query, the proxy server generates
fake queries based on distribution corresponding to its own
partition, and executes these queries on the storage service.
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Figure 3: Security violation in one-layer approach. Figure 4: Correctness violation Figure 5: Security violation in two-layer approach.
in one-layer approach.

While this approach scales linearly with number of physical proxy servers, it suffers from security vulnerability. In
particular, it does not guarantee that the resulting distribution
observed by the adversary is independent of the input distribution. Consider the scenario shown in Figure 3 (a). Here,
plaintext keys are partitioned across two proxy servers—P1
is responsible for keys {a, b, c}, and P2 is responsible for
keys {d, e, f }. Since, each proxy server operates only on its
local plaintext key partition, P1 selectively replicates key a
into 2 replicas a1 , a2 , and introduces two dummy key replicas D1 , D2 , leading to a total of 6 ciphertext keys; it then
adds fake queries to make the access distribution across these
ciphertext keys uniform. Similarly, P2 selectively replicates
key e into 2 replicas e1 , e2 , and introduces two dummy key
replicas D′1 , D′2 , again leading to a total of 6 ciphertext keys;
P2 then adds fake queries to make the access distribution
across these ciphertext keys uniform. Figure 3 (b) shows the
final output access distribution over ciphertext keys. Since
P1 and P2 smooth the distribution over their sets of plaintext
keys independently, and since the key set assigned to P2 has
a higher average access frequency than the key set assigned
to P1, the frequency of accesses over ciphertext keys for P2
is higher than the frequency of accesses over ciphertext keys
for P1. In particular, the overall access distribution over all
ciphertext keys is dependent on the input distribution over the
two subset of keys, thus leaking sensitive information.
Replicating proxy state across all physical servers but
naïvely partitioning query execution responsibility leads
to security violations. To avoid the security vulnerability in
the previous scenario, one possible approach is to replicate
the entire proxy state (UpdateCache and access distribution)
across all physical servers in the distributed proxy. We will
need to keep the state consistent across all physical servers—
various mechanisms exist for this; for instance, clients can
broadcast each query to each physical server to keep the access distribution consistent, and servers could use a distributed
protocol (e.g., state machine replication) to keep the UpdateCache consistent. Let us ignore the scalability issues with
maintaining such consistent state for a moment.
To avoid bandwidth and compute bottleneck, we still want
each query to be executed at one (or a small number) of
the physical proxy servers. Thus, each physical server will
now be responsible for receiving real queries from the clients
for a subset of the keys (again, e.g., using hash partitioning

over the plaintext keys), and generating fake queries for each
real query (now on the entire distribution). One question
remains: which physical server should send the (real and fake)
queries to the storage service on the cloud? Unfortunately,
both the obvious solutions—the server generating the batch
executes all queries in the batch, and the server responsible for
plaintext key k executes all (real and fake) queries for the key
k (independent of which server generated the fake query)—
suffer from security and/or correctness vulnerabilities.
To see the issue with the first solution, consider the example
in Figure 4 with two proxy servers P1 and P2: to serve a
client query to write value 1 to key a, P2 sends a get(F(a, 1))
followed by put(F(a, 1), E(1)) query to the KV store, where
(a, 1) is one of the ciphertext key, or replica, corresponding to
a. At the same time, P1, unaware of P2 ongoing write query,
sends a fake put query to the same ciphertext key (a, 1) in
response to another client query. Based on the timeline of
operations shown in Figure 4, the fake put from P1 overwrites
the real put from P2, resulting in incorrect system behavior.
Note that the incorrectness occurs since two different proxy
servers issue queries for the same ciphertext key.
Unfortunately, the second solution also suffers from security vulnerabilities—partitioning the query execution across
physical servers reveals not only which plaintext keys are
managed by each server, but also their relative access frequencies. Figure 5 shows an example; the scenario is the same as
Figure 3, but with selective replication and fake query generation done over the entire distribution across all plaintext
keys—thus, as shown in Figure 5 (b), in addition to selective
replication of keys d and e, 4 dummy key (D) replicas (D1 ,
D2 , D3 , D4 ) were added, and the access distribution across
ciphertext keys is uniform. We use the same partitioning of
plaintext keys across P1 and P2 as in the example of Figure 3—
P1 handles all real and fake queries for the three less popular
plaintext keys, while P2 handles all queries for the three more
popular plaintext keys and the dummy key. The challenge,
however, is that although each server handles roughly equal
number of plaintext keys, the number of ciphertext keys handled by P1 (= 3) and P2 (= 9) are very different. This leaks
the subset of keys handled by each server and, by extension,
their relative popularities to the adversary. Even if the volume
of traffic issued by individual proxy servers is hidden (e.g.,
via a trusted gateway/NAT so that all proxy servers have the
same publicly visible IP address), failures of one of the physi-

4

S HORTSTACK Design

We now present the S HORTSTACK distributed, fault-tolerant,
proxy architecture.

4.1

Design Overview

S HORTSTACK uses a novel layered architecture, with three
logical layers* , as shown in Figure 6. Each layer has multiple logical proxy servers for fault tolerance and/or scalability
purposes, and embodies one of the three design principles
outlined at the end of the previous subsection. In the first
layer (L1), proxy servers are responsible for a random subset
of client queries—upon receiving a real client query on a
plaintext key, the server generates real and fake queries (over
ciphertext keys); importantly, fake queries are generated using the entire access distribution across all plaintext keys. In
the second layer, L2, proxy servers are responsible for maintaining a partition of the UpdateCache state; importantly, the
UpdateCache is partitioned by plaintext keys across the L2
servers. Finally, in the third layer, L3, each proxy server is
responsible to execute real and fake queries on the KV store
for a random, distinct, subset of ciphertext keys.
We outline the lifetime of a query with the layered S HORTSTACK architecture in a failure-free scenario. The client sends
the query to a randomly selected L1 proxy server; the L1
server generates the batch comprising real and fake queries
(recall, these generated queries are on ciphertext keys). The L1
server then forwards each individual query within the batch to
* On a lighter note, our work seems to formally establish the widelyagreed belief that three is the right number for a S HORTSTACK [38]!
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Summary. The above discussion leads to three different design principles for distributed, fault-tolerant, oblivious data
access systems. From the partitioning-based approach, we
learn that, to achieve oblivious data access, each physical
server in the distributed proxy should perform selective replication and (fake) query generation over the entire distribution
across all plaintext keys (thus, each physical server should
know the access distribution across the entire set of plaintext
keys). The replication-based approach leads to two additional
principles. First, even if proxy state can be replicated in a consistent and scalable manner, maintaining correctness requires
that no two physical proxy servers should send the queries
for the same ciphertext key; in other words, query execution
should be partitioned by ciphertext keys across different physical servers. Second, to avoid security vulnerability, no single
proxy server should be deterministically responsible for executing queries for all ciphertext keys corresponding to the
same plaintext key; that is, query execution should be partitioned by ciphertext keys—randomly, and independent of
plaintext keys—across physical proxy servers.
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again revealing the same information.

Figure 6: An overview of three-layer S HORTSTACK architecture

one of the L2 servers—the one that maintains UpdateCache
state for the corresponding plaintext key in the query. Upon
receiving a query, an L2 server updates its local partition of
the UpdateCache, and forwards the query to one of the L3
servers—the one that is responsible for executing queries
for that ciphertext key. The L3 server ultimately forwards the
query to the KV store; upon receiving a response from the KV
store, the L3 server sends a response for the real query back
to the client, as well as an acknowledgement in the reverse
direction of the original path taken by the query (from L3 to
L2 to L1) to clear any buffered state associated with the query.
We provide more details on the three-layer S HORTSTACK
architecture and query execution in §4.2.
For fault-tolerance against f failures, each of the L1 and
L2 proxy servers use f + 1 replication along with the chain
replication protocol [39]. Replicating L1 servers prevents the
security vulnerabilities discussed in §3.1 that are caused by
clients retrying queries upon failures. Specifically, as we discuss in §4.3, S HORTSTACK uses chain replication to guarantee
that a batch of queries is never partially executed—either all
the queries in a batch are (eventually) forwarded to the KV
store or none of them are—thus preventing access pattern
leakage even when failures happen. Replicating L2 servers
prevents UpdateCache state from being lost due to failures.
As we will show, L3 server failures do not have the same
security vulnerability as L1 and L2 server failures. Thus, L3
layer is not chain replicated; however, it needs at least f + 1
servers to maintain availability during failures—if one of the
L3 server fails, the remaining L3 servers take over its load.
Upon an L3 server failure, in-flight queries at the server will
be dropped and L2 servers will reissue the dropped queries.
While this results in duplicate queries being forwarded to the
KV store, we will show that these duplicate queries do not
reveal any sensitive information—the adversary would only
observe duplication of queries to a random subset of labels
independent of the input distribution. We provide more details
on S HORTSTACK mechanisms for handling failures in §4.3.
S HORTSTACK design allows independently setting desired fault tolerance f and scalability factor k. Specifically,
to achieve a factor k scalability—that is, achieving system
throughput a factor of k higher than a centralized proxy—
along with fault tolerance against f failures, S HORTSTACK
creates k independent L1 and L2 chains that operate in parallel.
The case of L3 is again different; if f + 1 > k, S HORTSTACK
will already have at least k L3 proxy servers to ensure fault
tolerance (as described earlier). For f + 1 ≤ k, S HORTSTACK
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Figure 7: An instantiation of S HORTSTACK’s three-layer architecture
that guarantees system security and availability with f = 2 failures,
and achieves k = 3× scalability (as defined in §4.1). Multiple logical
layers in S HORTSTACK are colocated on the same physical server.
The arrows depict the lifetime of a single query.

uses a total of k L3 proxy servers, thus guaranteeing both fault
tolerance against f failures and a factor k scalability. Figure 7
shows an example for f = 2 and k = 3.
Colocating S HORTSTACK logical layers and their replicas on a small number of physical servers. Consider an
instantiation of S HORTSTACK with fault-tolerance against up
to f = 2 failures and k = 3 scalability. Then, given the above
design, S HORTSTACK will require 3 L1 and 3 L2 chains, each
having 3 logical replicas within the chain replication protocol.
In addition, S HORTSTACK will require 3 logical servers in the
L3 layer. Overall, for f = 2 and k = 3, S HORTSTACK requires
21 “logical” units. However, as shown in Figure 7, all these 21
logical units can be packed on 3 physical servers without compromising security, fault tolerance, availability and scalability.
In particular, the replicas of each logical server in each layer
are staggered across the physical servers such that no two
replicas of the same logical server within the same layer are
co-located on the same physical server. Hence, even upon failure of any two physical servers, one replica from each of the
L1 servers, one replica from each of the L2 servers, and one
L3 server will still be alive, ensuring security, availability and
f = 2 fault tolerance. In general, using a technique from [40],
S HORTSTACK achieves a factor k scalability and fault tolerance against f ≤ k − 1 failures, using only k physical servers.
Since any system that tolerates f failures and achieves a factor k scalability must require at least max( f + 1, k) physical
servers, S HORTSTACK uses minimum resources to provide
these properties.
We provide more details on design of each layer in the
S HORTSTACK layered architecture, the mechanisms for fault
tolerance, and the mechanisms for handling dynamic distributions in §4.2, §4.3 and §4.4, respectively.

4.2

S HORTSTACK Design Details

In this subsection, we describe S HORTSTACK’s three-layer
architecture in detail, for the case of no failures and static access distribution. We will extend this design to handle failures
and dynamic distributions in §4.3 and §4.4, respectively.
In a failure-free scenario, the key challenge that S HORTSTACK addresses relative to a single proxy architecture is
scalability. To achieve k-factor scalability in the failure-free
scenario, S HORTSTACK uses k (logical) proxy servers in each

layer. For example, in Figure 7, each layer would consist of
three nodes, e.g., L1A, L1B and L1C for the L1 layer, L2A,
L2B and L2C for the L2 layer, and L3A, L3B and L3C for
the L3 layer.
Details of three-layer operation. Figure 8 details the precise initialization and L1/L2/L3 server logic in S HORTSTACK.
S HORTSTACK employs the following functionalities from
PANCAKE (P) [6] as a black-box:
• an Init function, which takes as input an estimate of the
access distribution π̂ and the unencrypted KV store KV of
size n plaintext keys, and generates an encrypted KV store
KV′ of size 2n ciphertext keys, along with a fake distribution
π f over KV′ ;
• a Batch function, which takes a query on a plaintext key k
in KV as input, and generates (using π̂ and π f ) a batch of B
(B = 3 by default) ciphertext queries to KV′ ; and,
• an UpdateCache function that internally updates perplaintext key state, and returns an encrypted (possibly updated) value to be written to the KV store.
We now outline how S HORTSTACK distributes the execution
of PANCAKE across its three-layer design:
Initialization (Init() in Figure 8): S HORTSTACK first performs
PANCAKE initialization (using P.Init), transforming the unencrypted KV store KV with n plaintext keys to the encrypted
KV store KV′ using 2n ciphertext keys, using an estimate of
the underlying access distribution π̂. During the process, the
adversary just observes insert operations of 2n ciphertext keys,
which does not reveal any information. S HORTSTACK then
initializes and configures k logical proxy servers in each of
the three layers on top of k physical servers. Finally, S HORTSTACK computes a weight vector δ, containing weights assigned to each L2 server (proportional to the volume of ciphertext traffic generated by it). As will be discussed, L3 servers
use these weights to process L2 queries such that the queries
issued by L3 servers appear uniform random (recall, this subsection focuses on failure-free scenario, where S HORTSTACK
achieves uniform random distribution over ciphertext keys).
Query processing logic (sL1 .ProcessQuery(), sL2 .Process()
and sL3 .Process() in Figure 8): Clients forward each query to
a randomly chosen L1 proxy server. Upon receiving a query,
the L1 server generates a batch of B queries (using P.Batch)
that comprises both real and fake queries to KV′ . The L1
server then enqueues each query in the batch across different
L2 servers based on the hash of the query’s plaintext key.
Upon receiving a query, an L2 server calls P.UpdateCache
which leads to two sequential actions. First, the per-plaintext
key state stored at the L2 server is updated; and second, if this
query can be used to propagate outstanding write requests
into the plaintext key replicas, the value to be written to the
KV store is updated. It then forwards the query to the corresponding L3 server based on the hash of the query’s ciphertext
key (denoted as “Enqueue” in Figure 8).

Init(π̂, KV, S, f ):

sL1 .ProcessQuery(k, v):

sL2 .Process():

sL3 .Process(δ):

KV′ , π f ← P.Init(KV, π̂)
SL1 , SL2 , SL3 ← Configure(S)
δ ← Weights(SL2 , KV′ )
return KV′ , (SL1 , SL2 , SL3 ), δ

ℓ ← P.Batch(k)
For ((k, j), v) ∈ ℓ:
sL2 ← SL2 [H(k)]
sL2 .Enqueue((k, j, v))

k, j, v ← Dequeue()
v ← P.UpdateCache(k, j, v)
sL3 ← SL3 [H(F(k, j))]
sL3 .Enqueue(sL2 , (F(k, j), v))

sL2 ←δ SL2
k′ , v ← Dequeue(sL2 )
v ← ReadThenWrite(KV′ , k′ , v)
return k′ , v

P1 P2 P3

a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 c1

(a) Round robin scheduling of queires at L3
queues results in non-uniform distribution

a3
a2 b2
a1 b1 c1
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abilities 3/6, 2/6 and 1/6, respectively, leading to a uniform
distribution across ciphertext keys (Figure 9 (b)).
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Figure 8: S HORTSTACK initialization and processing logic at L1, L2 and L3 servers. SL1 , SL2 , SL3 are the sets of proxy servers in each layer,
and S is the set of physical servers upon which they are initialized. (k, v) corresponds to the plaintext key-value pair, while j is the replica
identifier for a given replica of the key. F is a secretly keyed pseudorandom function and H is a consistent hash function.
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(b) Weighted scheduling at L3
queues ensures uniform distribution

Figure 9: Query-scheduling at L3 layer should ensure uniform distribution over ciphertext keys for security. In each figure, (left) shows
the probability of scheduling queries from each of the L2 servers,
while (right) shows the resulting distribution across ciphertext keys.

Finally, each L3 server maintains a separate queue for each
L2 server it receives queries from, and dequeues queries from
the queues following a biased distribution determined by the
weight vector δ. To hide whether the query is a read or a write,
S HORTSTACK employs the standard approach from prior
oblivious data access schemes of performing each queries
as a read followed by a write to the KV store. Specifically,
in Figure 8’s ReadThenWrite() method, the L3 server first
reads and decrypts the value associated with the query from
the key-value store. If the value needs to be updated (i.e.,
write query), then the plaintext value is updated accordingly.
Finally, the L3 server writes the (re)encrypted value for the
query back to the KV store.
Query scheduling at L3 layer for security. The way in which
queries from different L2 servers are scheduled at each L3
server has security implications. As a concrete example, consider a scenario where three plaintext keys a, b and c with 6, 4
and 2 replicas (or, ciphertext keys), respectively, are mapped
to three different L2 servers P1 , P2 and P3 . Suppose we have
two L3 servers, and one of these handles half of the ciphertext
keys for each plaintext key (Figure 9 illustrates the example,
focusing only on one of the L3 servers and the ciphertext
keys mapped to this server). If the L3 server processes queries
from each server with equal likelihood (e.g., using roundrobin scheduling), then the distribution across ciphertext keys
would no longer be uniform, since queries from the first server
would be under-sampled while those from the third server
would be over-sampled (Figure 9 (a)). To ensure L3 servers
still issue queries that are uniform random, they maintain
a separate query queue for each L2 server, and process the
queues in proportion to the volume of traffic the corresponding L2 servers generate. In the above example, the L3 server
would schedule queries from each of the L2 servers with prob-

Accurately estimating the access distribution. S HORTSTACK employs a lightweight mechanism through which a
single L1 proxy server can observe all client queries, enabling
distribution estimation as accurately as a centralized proxy
system [6]. One of the L1 proxy servers, designated as the
leader, monitors the access distribution (handling failures
will be discussed in the next subsection). Upon receiving a
query, an L1 proxy server asynchronously forwards the corresponding plaintext key—and not the entire query—to the
L1 leader, ensuring that the leader has a complete view of
the access distribution. Sending the plaintext key and not the
entire query to the leader is an useful optimization for both
read and write queries—it reduces the additional network load
(for write queries, values are not forwarded; for read queries,
the responses are not forwarded) since the plaintext key is
typically much smaller than the value itself (e.g., 8B keys for
1KB value in [41]). As such, this has negligible impact on
S HORTSTACK scalability and performance.

4.3

Handling Failures

We now describe how S HORTSTACK ensures fault-tolerance
while preserving security and correctness under failures. We
assume the standard fail-stop failure model [36, 39]. S HORTSTACK employs a separate centralized coordinator node
which keeps track of the health of the proxy servers using
heartbeats, detects failures, and notifies other proxy servers as
needed to designate a fail-over node. The coordinator node is
also replicated using ZooKeeper [42] for strong consistency.
As such, a (2r + 1)-replicated coordinator can tolerate up to r
failures without any security or performance consequences.
Handling L1 and L2 failures. Failure of a single L1 server
does not impact the availability of S HORTSTACK, as future
client queries could potentially be load balanced across the
remaining L1 servers. Such a failure, however, has security
implications—consider the case where an L1 proxy server
fails in the middle of forwarding a batch of queries, i.e., some
of the queries in the batch have been forwarded, but others
are lost due to the failure. Any real queries that are lost would
need to be retried by clients. The retried queries would now
result in the same real accesses, but with new fake accesses
generated. This permits an adversary to identify real queries
with high confidence by simply isolating the repeated accesses due to failures. To protect against such a vulnerability,

S HORTSTACK ensures the following invariant:
Invariant 1 (Batch atomicity). Either all of the queries in a
batch are forwarded to the KV store, or none of them are.
S HORTSTACK achieves this by replicating the state of the L1
proxy servers across multiple replicas ( f + 1 replicas to tolerate up to f failures) using chain replication protocol [39]. As
shown in Figure 7, S HORTSTACK maintains staggered chains
across a fixed pool of physical servers, such that each physical
server hosts the head node of a single chain. Chain replication ensures that all L1 replicas in the chain buffer a batch of
queries, before the queries are forwarded to L2 servers—the
buffered batches are only cleared when all corresponding acknowledgements are received from the L2 servers. As such,
as long as any L1 replica in the chain is online, the set of
buffered batches is available and can be used to retry queries
as required, ensuring Invariant 1.
Since L2 servers store UpdateCache partitions, ensuring
fault-tolerance for them is crucial for availability, correctness and security. As such, S HORTSTACK replicates the
UpdateCache state for any key across multiple L2 proxy replicas using chain replication, similar to L1 servers.
Within each chain of L1 and L2 servers, failures of replicas
are handled as per the standard chain replication protocol [39].
Since the L1 server chains interact with the L2 server chains,
additional failure handling is necessary in certain cases. Consider the interaction between an L1 tail and an L2 head: if
the L1 tail fails, its predecessor in the chain becomes the
new tail, and resends the queries in the buffered (unacknowledged) batches to the corresponding L2 head replicas. The
L2 servers, on the other hand, discard the queries that they
have already seen and forward the remaining down the chain.
S HORTSTACK facilitates the detection of duplicate queries
by assigning unique sequence numbers to each query. If an
L2 head fails, on the other hand, its successor become the
new head. All L1 tails then examine their buffered batches to
resend queries that were destined to the failed L2 head. As
before, the new L2 head simply discards any queries that it
has already seen, forwarding the remaining down the chain.
Handling L3 failures. Unlike L1 and L2 servers, L3 servers
are not replicated, and hence entail different failure handling.
Since L3 servers are stateless, if an L3 server fails, the remaining L3 servers can assume the responsibility of the ciphertext
labels that the failed server was handling. Since the system
remains available as long as at least one of the L3 servers is
online, we need at least f + 1 L3 servers to tolerate f failures.
However, there are two subtle issues that can arise due to
L3 failures—we describe these next, along with how S HORTSTACK addresses them.
On an L3 server failure, queries that were in-flight at the
failed L3 server would be lost, which can then be retried by the
L2 servers. Note that such retries can cause duplicate queries
being sent to the KV store. Since the duplicate queries are
to uniformly accessed ciphertext keys, it may seem like they

do not reveal any distribution-sensitive information. However,
repeating the queries in exactly the same order (or a correlated
order) introduces a subtle security vulnerability. Specifically,
when an L3 server fails, L2 tail servers repeat buffered queries
(which are uniform random) and redistribute them to different L3 servers. If the order of these queries is exactly the
same as before, an adversary can identify the sequences of
repeated queries and correlate them to the L2 server that generated those queries. Moreover, the adversary can also map
the specific ciphertext keys corresponding to the plaintext
keys managed by a particular L2 server, revealing distribution
sensitive information. To prevent this leakage, S HORTSTACK
randomly shuffles buffered queries before repeating them—
we formally prove in [43] how this ensures security under L3
server failures.
Recall that the L3 server performs a read followed by a
write for all queries. For read queries (fake or real), the write
simply writes back the value read from the KV store, i.e., a
fake write. This can lead to consistency issues during failure
of L3 servers—fake in-flight write queries sent by a failed L3
server prior to failure could be delayed by the network and
overwrite a real write query sent by the new L3 proxy server
responsible for the same ciphertext key. To address this issue,
after an L3 failure, the L2 servers delay repeating buffered
queries for a fixed amount of time to allow potential in-flight
queries from the failed L3 server to get delivered to the KV
store. We select the wait time at L2 servers long enough to
ensure all in-flight queries are propagated to the KV store.

4.4

Handling Dynamic Distributions

Designing distributed, fault-tolerant, oblivious data access systems is challenging when underlying distribution can change
over time. We outline two reasons. First, the centralized proxy
design (§2.2) relies on having a complete view of the underlying distribution to detect and to react to distribution changes.
Detecting the change when queries are spread across multiple proxy servers, and informing other proxy servers about
the same, introduces the first challenge. Second, if different
proxy servers independently initiate and terminate the replica
swapping phase at different times, the resulting distribution
may not appear uniform random to an adversary. As such, the
adversary may be able to leverage this information to identify
the keys that may have changed in popularity. We next discuss
how S HORTSTACK resolves these challenges.
To detect distribution changes, S HORTSTACK leverages the
L1 leader, which has visibility of all client queries (§4.2). The
L1 leader is responsible for monitoring the access distribution
and employs standard statistical tests to check if there is a
change in distribution (i.e., from π̂ to π̂′ ) similar to PANCAKE.
Upon detecting a change in distribution, the L1 leader initiates
the distribution change process. To ensure security and correctness during distribution change, the L1 leader employs a
specialized protocol inspired by two-phase commit (2PC) [44]
to facilitate an atomic transition from π̂ to π̂′ across all servers

in its three-layer design, both during the initiation and termination of the replica-swapping phase employed by PANCAKE.
Our 2PC-based approach guarantees:

IND - CDFA A
b,q,S, f ,π0 ,π̂0 ,π1 ,π̂1 :

KV, T, stA ←$ A1 ( f , S)
(KV′ , C, δ) ←$ Init(πˆb , KV, S, f )
For i in 1 to q:
w ←$ πb
W ← W ∪ {w}
τ1 , τ2 , ... ← Process(W, C, T, KV′ , δ)
b′ ←$ A3 (stA , KV′ , τ1 , τ2 , ...)
return b′

Invariant 2 (Distribution change atomicity). Once any L3
proxy server issues a query according to π̂′ , all subsequent
queries issued by any L3 server must be according to π̂′ .
In other words, there is an instant of time tc in the protocol’s
execution, such that: (1) before tc , all queries are processed
according to the distribution π̂, and (2) after tc , all queries
are processed using π̂′ . This allows us to ensure security for
S HORTSTACK even under dynamic distributions, as we detail
in §5. The invariant also ensures consistency during distribution change. In particular, since the change of distribution can
result in a change in number of replicas for various plaintext
keys, the invariant ensures queries from old and new distributions are not mixed together; this guarantees consistency
by ensuring stale replicas from the old distribution are not
updated incorrectly due to the new distribution by different
L2 proxy servers. We show that our protocol guarantees the
above invariant, with a precise specification in [43]. Failures
during the above protocol are handled transparently by chain
replication as L1, L2 servers are chain replicated. This ensures
that even with failures during protocol execution, Invariant 2
is still preserved. As demonstrated in §6, S HORTSTACK can
recover from such failures quickly enough so as to ensure that
their effects are not perceptible to an adversary.

5

Security Analysis

This section presents a security model for access pattern
attacks on a system with distributed, fault-tolerant proxy
servers, and a proof that S HORTSTACK achieves security under this model.

5.1

Need for New Security Definitions

State-of-the-art ROR (real-or-random indistinguishability)
based security definitions for access pattern attacks [6] are
unable to capture the security implications of our distributed
proxy setting due to two main reasons. First, ROR-based definitions focus on indistinguishability between a real and a
uniform random distribution (over the entire support). However, as discussed in §3.2, we do not yet know whether it is
possible to guarantee uniform random distribution over the
entire support during failures for any distributed proxy architecture. Our IND-based security model and definitions capture
the powerful intuition that uniform random distribution is not
even necessary: even though the distribution is non-uniform
under failures, the adversary does not gain any usable advantage as long as the final distribution is independent of the real
distribution. More precisely, our IND-based security focuses
on demonstrating indistinguishability between two arbitrary
input distributions. As we will show, under our model, the
only information revealed to the adversary is that a failure
occurred, information the adversary already possess; it cannot,

Figure 10: IND - CDFA security game.

however, use this information in inferring any information
about the underlying distribution itself. While it is not uncommon for IND security to reduce to ROR security in many
settings, this is clearly not the case in our setting if (and, as
we note later, only if) there are failures.
The second reason for needing new security model and definitions is that ROR-based definitions fail to capture the impact
of query reordering on the transcripts observed by an adversary due to (i) distributed query processing, and (ii) worstcase timings of proxy failures. Specifically, a key challenge
in demonstrating security lies in precisely capturing the effect
of the distributed and failure-prone execution of any scheme
in a sequential game-based proof, which the ROR-based approach omits. We thus have to develop accurate simulators
that transform distributed query processing to an equivalent
sequential one. Our model and definitions are not specific
to S HORTSTACK, and can be used as templates for any distributed, fault-tolerant, proxy design.
When there are no failures, our security definition captures
the same security guarantees as prior work [6] — our extensions to the model are required to capture the effect of
failures in the distributed proxy setting. In incorporating these
extensions, we have only strengthened the adversary.

5.2

Security Definitions and Proof of Security

We call our security definition Indistinguishability under Chosen Distribution and Failure Attack, or IND - CDFA (Figure 10).
The game IND - CDFA is parameterized by bit b (to pick one
out of the two given distributions), number of queries q, the
set of proxy servers S on which the distributed oblivious data
access protocol runs, the maximum number of server failures
f allowed (similar to classical distributed systems literature
that provides fault tolerance up to a fixed number of failures),
and two distributions (and their estimates) that the adversary
tries to distinguish between.
The adversary first outputs KV pairs KV and a queue T of
at most f failure events. Each failure event e is characterized
by the tuple (n,t, γ, r), where n is the server in S that fails, t is
the time at which the last query is issued by n before failure,
t − γ is the time at which the last query was acknowledged
at n before failure, and r is the failure recovery time. Next,
the distributed proxy scheme’s Init function generates transformed KV pairs KV′ , a set of (potentially replicated) servers
C, and internal state δ specific to the scheme. For instance,
in S HORTSTACK, C consists of two sets of replicated server

chains (with replication factor f + 1) corresponding to L1 and
L2 layers, and a set of > f unreplicated servers for the L3
layer. The state δ corresponds to weights for L3 servers used
in query scheduling, as outlined in §4.2.
After initialization, q queries are drawn from the distribution πb and populated into the vector W . The proxy scheme’s
Process function takes W , C, T, KV′ and δ as input, and generates the output transcripts τ, which is fed to the adversary to
try and guess the underlying distribution (i.e., the bit b). The
adversary “wins” if it guesses b correctly. Intuitively, the security goal captured by the definition rules out access pattern
attacks since the probability of accessing an encrypted label
in KV′ is independent of the underlying distribution itself,
and an adversary cannot determine which distribution was
used to generate accesses to KV′ .
Note that, IND - CDFA definition is independent of S HORTSTACK’s design. Specifically, our definitions only assume the
presence of multiple failure-prone proxy servers which are
initialized using an Init function and process queries using
a Process function, neither of which are specific to S HORTSTACK . Thus, our security model and definitions can be used
to study oblivious data access properties of any distributed
system that can factor its initialization and query processing
logic along these two functions.
The following theorem establishes the security of S HORTSTACK under IND - CDDFA :
Theorem 1 (IND - CDFA Security). Let q ≥ 0 and Q = q · B.
Let π0 , π̂0 , π1 , π̂1 be query distributions. For any q-query
IND - CDFA adversary A against S HORTSTACK there exist
adversaries B, C, D1 , D2 such that

To prove the third component, we introduce simulators to sequentialize the distributed execution of S HORTSTACK’s query
processing to make it compatible with our game-based definition (Figure 10). Specifically, we simulate Process function
for S HORTSTACK by first generating the intermediate transcript, β, assuming no failures. We do so by (i) going layer
by layer and executing processing logic at appropriate servers
in S HORTSTACK, and (ii) incorporating the impact of network reordering across queries between layers. We then use
a Transform simulator to capture the effect of failures and
generate the final transcripts τ from β. We do so by recursively applying the effect of L3 server failure events in T on
the intermediate transcripts β in the order that they occur.
Finally, we show that the final transcripts τ are independent of intermediate transcripts β, and then show that β are
independent of the underlying distribution π. The first part
holds since S HORTSTACK randomly shuffles buffered queries
before replaying them post failure (§4.3) and failure recovery
time in S HORTSTACK is short enough to not be visible to
an external observer given our failure model (§4.3) and as
shown empirically in (§6.2). The second part holds, since
the underlying oblivious data access scheme [6] in S HORTSTACK generates uniform random queries (§4.2) and network
reorderings between layers are independent of π.
Finally, to model dynamic distributions, we generalize the
above definition to Indistinguishability under Chosen Dynamic Distribution and Failure Attack or IND - CDDFA. This
definition, along with the proof of S HORTSTACK’s security
under it, formal descriptions of our simulators, and the proof
for independence of τ and π are presented in [43].

6
ind-cdfa

Evaluation

prf

AdvS HORTSTACK [(A)] ≤ AdvF [(B)] + Advror
E [(C)]
dist
+Advdist
Q,π0 ,π̂0 [(D1 )] + AdvQ,π1 ,π̂1 [(D2 )]

where F, E are PRF, AE schemes used by S HORTSTACK. Adversaries B, C, D1 , D2 run in same time as A with Q queries.
Our security proof stems from three key components:
• Security of E as a randomized authentication scheme applied over values and F as a pseudorandom function applied
over keys; this is rigorously analyzed in prior work [45, 46].
• Our estimate π̂ of the underlying distribution π is sufficiently accurate. While this estimate may not be perfect,
our security model only requires that π̂ and π be indistinguishable for a limited number of samples, which holds
for estimators used in prior work [6] on real-world workloads [41]. Since our design employs a single leader L1
server to estimate the underlying distribution using the keys
for all client queries (§4.2) and employs the same estimators
as prior work, its estimation is just as accurate.
• Accesses issued to the KV store reveal nothing about the
underlying distribution π.

S HORTSTACK is implemented in ∼ 6k lines of C++, using
Thrift as the RPC library, AES-CBC-256 for encrypting values, HMAC-SHA-256 as our PRF, and Redis as the KV store.
Compared systems. We compare S HORTSTACK performance
against two baselines. The first baseline is distributed, but
encryption-only, that is, it encrypts data and client queries, but
does not guarantee oblivious data access; here, client queries
are randomly load balanced across stateless proxy servers
that perform encryption/decryption and forward queries to
the KV store. This baseline serves as an upper bound on the
performance that can be achieved by any oblivious data access system (including S HORTSTACK). The second baseline
is a centralized PANCAKE [6] proxy server. While this suffers from security and availability problems in the face of
failures (§3.1), its performance serves as a reference point for
understanding S HORTSTACK’s scalability.
Experimental setup. We run our experiments on Amazon EC2. By default, we host the proxy instances across
c5.4xlarge VMs with 16 vCPUs (8 cores with 2 threads per
core), 32 GB RAM and 10Gbps network links. In order to
emulate a cloud KV store with practically infinite bandwidth,
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Figure 11: Scalability properties of different systems when network bandwidth and compute are the bottleneck. (left, middle) show
system throughput normalized by throughput for a single physical proxy server, while (right) shows system throughput with a single physical
proxy server. The Encryption-only lines for the network-bound and compute-bound cases overlap, since its throughput scales linearly in both
cases. Since Pancake is centralized, it only has a single data point at X = 1 for each of the cases, and these points overlap. See §6.1 for details.

we use a single powerful VM, c5d.metal (96 vCPUs, 128
GB RAM) with large network bandwidth (25 Gbps). Similar
to prior work [6], we emulate WAN access link bandwidth
by throttling the bandwidth from each proxy server to the
KV store server to 1Gbps. The clients run on lightweight
t3.2xlarge VMs (8 vCPUs, 32GB RAM) in the same LAN.
Both PANCAKE and S HORTSTACK use a batch size of B = 3.
Dataset and Workloads. We use the standard YCSB benchmark [41] to generate our dataset and workloads. The dataset
comprises 1 million KV pairs, with 8B keys and 1KB values. We use workloads A (50% reads, 50% writes) and C
(100% reads) for our experiments. YCSB workloads perform
accesses distributed according to the Zipfian distribution [41];
unless otherwise stated, the skewness parameter for the Zipfian distribution in our experiments is set to the YCSB default
of 0.99 (that is, heavily skewed), which is representative of
many real world workloads. We also perform sensitivity analysis against distribution skew.

6.1

Scalability Analysis

We now analyze S HORTSTACK’s scalability with varying number of physical proxy servers under different workloads.
Throughput scaling under bandwidth bottleneck. We
study throughput scaling for S HORTSTACK by varying the
number of physical proxy servers and comparing its performance against the baselines. For S HORTSTACK, k physical
proxy servers constitute k chain-replicated L1 instances with
min(k, 3) replicas each, k chain-replicated L2 instances with
min(k, 3) replicas each, and k unreplicated L3 instances (i.e.,
the system can tolerate up to min(k, 3) − 1 failures). For the
encryption-only baseline, a separate proxy instance is run
on each physical proxy server, and the PANCAKE baseline
always uses only one physical proxy server.
Figure 11 shows the scalability results for two cases: one
where the physical proxy servers are network-bound (solid
lines), and another where they are compute-bound (broken
lines). We begin with the former case; we see that S HORTSTACK throughput scales linearly with the number of physical
proxy servers. Note that we normalize each system’s throughput by its throughput with a single physical proxy server —

Figure 11 (right) shows normalization factors for each system, i.e., throughput with single physical proxy server. The
red cross shows the throughput of the PANCAKE baseline
(38 KOps): S HORTSTACK’s distributed design enables linear throughput gains relative to PANCAKE via scaling. The
insecure baseline also scales linearly due to random loadbalancing across its proxy instances. Since all proxy servers
are network bound, S HORTSTACK incurs only a constant
overhead (corresponding to the relative bandwidth increase
due to the oblivious data access protocol) compared to the
encryption-only baseline for all configurations as we scale
the number of physical proxy servers. For the YCSB-C workload, the gap between S HORTSTACK and Encryption-only
baseline throughput stems from the 3× overhead imposed
by the PANCAKE protocol for a batch size of B = 3. For the
YCSB-A workload, however, the encryption-only baseline
throughput is 6× higher than S HORTSTACK since it can exploit the bidirectional bandwidth to the KV store for 50%
reads and 50% writes. S HORTSTACK, however, already issues
a read followed by a write for every query, so it is unable to
similarly exploit the bidirectional bandwidth. Since YCSB-A
has equal proportion of read and write queries, this situation
corresponds to the worst-case bandwidth increase (6×) for
S HORTSTACK relative to the encryption-only baseline.
Throughput scaling under compute bottleneck. We now analyze throughput scaling when the physical proxy servers are
compute-bound: we re-run the same experiments as above, but
using c5.metal EC2 VMs (96 vCPUs, 192GB RAM, 25Gbps
network bandwidth) for all systems without throttling the access link bandwidth to the KV store server. As the broken lines
corresponding to the compute-bound case in Figure 11 show,
with a single physical proxy server S HORTSTACK achieves
slightly lower throughput than PANCAKE for both workloads.
This is because, under a compute bottleneck, S HORTSTACK
incurs additional RPC processing overheads for communication between its layers. S HORTSTACK’s throughput increases
significantly with more physical proxy servers, achieving
3.4 − 3.6× higher throughput with 4 physical proxy servers.
The increase in throughput is not perfectly linear, since workload skew results in load imbalance at the L2 layer. This effect
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Figure 12: S HORTSTACK layer-wise scaling for YCSB workloads A and C. See §6.1 for details.
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Figure 13: S HORTSTACK throughput scaling with varying skew
(a) and S HORTSTACK latency overheads (b). See §6.1 for details.

is not observed for the network-bound case, since the network
bandwidth between L3 instances and the KV store is bottlenecked before workload skew causes compute at the L2 layer
to become bottlenecked. For the reminder of our evaluation,
we use the network-bound setting as our default configuration.
Understanding per-layer scalability bottlenecks. Our experiments in Figure 11 scale up all layers of S HORTSTACK in
equal proportions as the number of physical proxy servers are
increased. To better understand S HORTSTACK’s bottlenecks,
we now study scalability on a per-layer basis. Since each
layer performs a different component of PANCAKE logic (§4),
varying the scale of each layer independently while keeping
the scale of the other two layers fixed allows us to understand which step becomes a throughput bottleneck before the
others. For this, we use a setup similar to Figure 11. To understand L1 layer scalability, we fix the number of physical
proxy servers to 4, the number of replicated L2 instances and
unreplicated L3 instances to the default (4), and vary the number of replicated L1 instances from 1 − 4. We perform similar
experiments for the L2 and L3 layers as well. Figure 12 shows
the corresponding results for the YCSB-A and YCSB-C workloads. For the L1 layer, throughput increases slightly from
X = 1 to 2, beyond which it saturates, since L1 is no longer
the bottleneck. For the L2 layer, from X = 1 to 3 throughput increases, albeit non-linearly due to plaintext key-based
partitioning — while the number of plaintext keys handled
by each L2 server is roughly equal, the number of replicas
handled by them is skewed due to the skew in the YCSB
workload. At X = 4, the L2 layer is no longer the bottleneck.
For the L3 layer, throughput scales linearly from X = 1 to
X = 4 due to ciphertext key-based partitioning, with each L3
proxy handling roughly the same number of ciphertext keys.
As expected, the bottlenecks are different at different
S HORTSTACK layers. When all layers are sufficiently pro-

visioned, S HORTSTACK is able to saturate the access link
bandwidth between the L3 layer and the KV store. Reducing the number of L1 and L2 proxy instances, however, leads
to compute becoming the bottleneck at the respective layers.
One of the key contributors of compute overheads are serialization/deserialization for network queries. Finally, layer-wise
scaling characteristics are similar for YCSB-C and YCSB-A
workloads, as UpdateCache processing in YCSB-A due to
writes does not account for much of the compute overheads.
Throughput scaling with skew. We evaluate S HORTSTACK
scaling for workloads with different skew for a setup similar to Figure 11. We vary the skew parameter for YCSB’s
Zipf distribution from 0.2 (close to uniform) to 0.99 (heavy
skew) to consider both extremes. We only show our results
for YCSB-A in Figure 13(a), since results for YCSB-C were
similar. S HORTSTACK system throughput scales linearly regardless of skew, because the bottleneck in the end-to-end
query execution is the access link bandwidth between the L3
layer and the KV store for all scales. Since the skew only
affects processing at L2 layer (which is not the bottleneck),
our throughput is independent of skew. While S HORTSTACK
throughput scales linearly even for heavily skewed workloads,
there could indeed be rare extreme-case scenarios where such
would not be the case, e.g., if all popular plaintext keys get
consistently hashed to a single L2 instance, resulting in a
compute bottleneck at that instance.
S HORTSTACK Latency overheads. To quantify S HORTSTACK ’s latency overheads, we evaluate end-to-end query
latency for varying number of physical proxy servers for compared systems using a setup similar to Figure 11 with one
change: we separate the KV store and physical proxy servers
by the WAN. Figure 13(b) shows the results; again, we only
show YCSB-A workload results, as YCSB-C results are similar. Independent of the scale, S HORTSTACK increases query
latency by a modest 8% (additional 6.8ms) compared to PAN CAKE. This increase in latency is due to additional processing
and network hops introduced by S HORTSTACK’s multiple
layers and chain replication within the L1 and L2 layers. Nevertheless, these overheads are masked by the significantly
larger WAN access latency.

6.2

Failure Recovery

We now evaluate S HORTSTACK’s ability to recover from failures and also validate our assumptions in proving S HORTSTACK security. We fix the number of physical proxy servers
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Figure 14: S HORTSTACK failure recovery for (left) L1, (middle) L2, and (right) L3 failures. See §6.2 for details.

to 4, the number of 3×-replicated L1, 3×-replicated L2, and
unreplicated L3 instances to 4 each, and use the YCSB-A
workload. To understand the impact of failures on each layer
independently, we fail one proxy instance in a particular layer
by killing its associated process; for L1 and L2, we kill an
arbitrary replica from one of the instances. We measure the
instantaneous throughput of our system during each experiment at 10ms granularity; when measured at finer-grained
timescales, we found that the instantaneous throughput numbers were too noisy to discern any meaningful trends.
Figure 14 shows the effect of failure at each layer on
S HORTSTACK throughput. We find that failures in L1 and L2
proxy chains do not cause any noticeable dip in the throughput, since S HORTSTACK can quickly recover from failures
within 3–4 ms — much faster than the average query latency
over WAN (∼ 90ms), and smaller than the typical variance in
query latencies. Hence, an adversary cannot reliably distinguish between a failure event and variations in instantaneous
throughput due to noise caused by network delays, independent of the timescale at which measurements are done. This
validates our assumption for S HORTSTACK security under
failures discussed in §5 — specifically, L1 and L2 failures
have an imperceptible impact on an adversary’s observed
access pattern to the KV store. Upon an L3 proxy failure,
the throughput reduces by 25% – commensurate with the reduction in the bandwidth to the KV store server; however,
since L3 layer partitions queries by ciphertext keys, it does
not reveal any information about the client access patterns.

7

Related Work

We now discuss the works most closely related to S HORTSTACK ’s goals of distributed, fault-tolerant, oblivious data
access. ORAM [10] approaches have been adapted to real
world cloud storage [12–17, 26], with recent efforts enabling concurrency and asynchrony. Oblivious Parallel RAM
(OPRAM) [12, 14, 47–50] permits multiple concurrent clients
to query the storage, but requires cross-client coordination
per-query (e.g., using oblivious aggregation [12]) to ensure no
two clients concurrently issue a query for the same data. This
severely limits throughput scaling under high query traffic
due to compute bottlenecks.
CURIOUS [16] and TaoStore [15] employ a centralized
proxy model, but permit client parallelism via asynchrony.
Since each operation requires updates to per-plaintext key
proxy state for multiple random KV pairs, extending their design to a distributed and secure one is challenging. The latest

in this line of work, ConcurORAM [17] and Snoopy [26], permit multiple parallel clients to query a cloud-hosted ORAM
without inter-client or proxy based coordination. ConcurORAM achieves this by offloading much of the synchronization
to the cloud, which not only requires non-trivial changes to
cloud storage, but also limits system throughput under high
load. Concurrent to our work, Snoopy builds a distributed
oblivious data access system (for ORAM-based designs);
however, Snoopy does not prove security for scenarios where
servers can fail. In any case, S HORTSTACK and Snoopy offer
the same trade-offs as discussed in [6]—Snoopy can handle
active adversaries, but also incurs significantly higher overheads relative to S HORTSTACK. Prior work [6] has empirically shown that state-of-the-art single proxy ORAM schemes
achieve 220× lower throughput than PANCAKE for the same
workloads as in our evaluation. Since S HORTSTACK can scale
PANCAKE’s throughput linearly (§6) with number of proxy
servers, even if one could design a distributed ORAM system that scales near-perfectly with number of proxy servers,
the maximum achievable throughput would still be orders of
magnitude lower than S HORTSTACK.

8

Conclusion

Existing systems for oblivious data access rely on a centralized, stateful, proxy to coordinate queries between applications and the storage server. We have demonstrated that, in
failure-prone deployment, such systems can suffer from security violations, long periods of unavailability and/or scalability
limits. Our core contribution is S HORTSTACK, a distributed,
fault-tolerant and scalable system for oblivious data access.
Using a novel layered architecture, S HORTSTACK achieves
the classical obliviousness guarantee—access patterns observed by the adversary being independent of the input—even
under a powerful passive persistent adversary that can force
failure of arbitrary (bounded-sized) subset of proxy servers at
arbitrary times. We also introduce a security model to study
oblivious data access with distributed, failure-prone, servers.
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